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R1\NDOM COEFFICIENT MODELS 

A SIMPLE ILLUSTRATION OF A NEW ESTIMATION TEC}IINIQUE 

1. PRESENTATION OF lHE NEW TECHNI 

In a reent paper, Burfis (1974) introduced a sirnplified technique to 

estimate andornefficientmode1s, and used it to investigate the resuits 

obtained by Friedman and Meiselman (1963), on monetary policy. Burns claimed 

that this inethod, tough cornputationaliy simpler, is equivalent to Hildreth and 

Houck's (1968) iii the sense that it will generaily approach the sarne final 

solution over a number of iterations. 

The simplicity of Buras rnethod sterns from the fact that it uses 

standard regression techniciues. It is my purpose to evaluate Burn's claim by 

cornparing bis results with those obtained by the adoption of 1-Iildreth and Houck 1 s 

method, since in his article Burns rnade no such atternpt.Unfortunately there isn't 

at the mornent any computer prograrnrne available at Mc Master that provides 

Hiidreth and Houck's method. Therefore 1 will defer to a later date the 

comparison 1 referred to, and 1 will restrict the analysis here to a mete 

presentation of Burn's niethod, and compare it with OLS results presented ia an 

econornetrics textbook. In doing so 1 shali attempt to draw your attention tep 

certain weaknesses in bis rnethod. 

The rationale of Burn's method is that one can choose sirnultaneously the 
-' 

values of the estimaton 	and 	(i 

 j 	

ee (1.2.3) and (1.2.10) pages 	9 

Li 
and 12 - in rny survey, respectwely) that mrnirntse the foliowing sum of squares: 

T 

(1) 	5 = 
	

- E 



2 

Where e 	is an undertermined residual, since we do not know y.et the 

value. P 	
. 

A 
It is evident that Theil (1971) and Hildreth and Houck (1968), chose 

ÍtfI to minimise anexpression similar to (1) but which contained the OLS 

residuais _Q jnstead fo the undetermined 	. 

To obtain this estimator it is only necessary to racáli that 

(2) yt (}9+ÓÇ) X+Ut 	
t=i ....... 

ísee (1.2.1) p.9 ãf the survey for explanation of the synibolsj. Wiil give 	u 

the foliowing expressiont 

3) 	u 	= [' i: 	
t 	1 ......t where 	1 = 

	
+ Ut 

and 

*2,-2 2 
4)E u = (01 x +6U 

t: A. 	1.- 

Combining (3) and (4) 

	

5) -  Jxt7 	
2 2 

ly 	
x - 

1 t 

t=1 ......T 

2*2 	* 2 

Gu = u t  

Expanding and rearranging terms: 

6) :Y =z ,xtYt A2x 	

2 	2 	2 	*2 	*2 
x +6 + u -Eu 1 	t 	u 	t 

7) y22+2xy- 
( fi2 - 

Where tit 	
2 

u* - E u *2 
t 	t 

Burns assumes that for estimation purposès these transformed 

explanatory variables (x y and x ) can be taken as uncoira1ated with 	apd 

sinceE u t  = O, one can apply OLS to(7) and result will be unbiased 
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estimates of the parameters involved. However when iL comes Lo Lhe retrieval of 

Lhe estimators of Lhe original parameLers (Le,, y9 and 	) non-linearities 

are involved when ohtaining 	and one should no loger expect the property 	of 

unbiasedness of Lhe 3atLer parameter. 

Turning now Lo the problem of the accuracy of Lhe estimates one rnight 

possibly hope Lhat Burn's method would eliminate Lhe so called accuracy problem 

of ReR (see page. 15 of Lhe survey). Unfortunately Lhis is not the case. 	The 
"2 

estimates of 	and 	can still Lake negative values with posiLive 

probability as iL is the case with the RCR modeis developed by Theil and Nennes 

(1959). We shallhoweverexpece high values of R 2  ia Lhe estimarion of equation 

(7) (see the numerical exainple below) but this is almost solely due to 	Lhe 

relaLive magniLude of its variables, in comparison with oLher estimations 

methods (see l3urns p-25 for an elaboration of this poiaL). 

The problems do not end here. As Burn's admits, the heLeroscedasLic 

term ia (4) invalidaLes Lhe usual Lests of signiticance and L staListics 

stemming form Lhe conventional OLS package [he. doesn'L speculate abouL the 

possibility of using GLS Lo estirnaLe (7) buL this could be done, specially 

on au iteraLive basis]. 

Another complícation is Lhe presence af Lhe disturbance term. If 

there is a constant term Lhen its corresponding regressor is a coluinn of units. 

The implication is that in Lhis particular model (equation 7) inulticollinearity 

is likely Lo be a serious problem. This is due to the term x 	It involves Lhe 

dependent variable, and hence it is highly collinear with the ntérceptof( 

To overcome rhis problem Burns proposes an alternaLive estimating 

equation (p.25 - equation 50 in his arLicle), usíng 2SLS. what 1 used are here 

data in deviation from Lhe mean, and thus Lhe resulLs present only Lhe slopes. 

This enables a direct comparison with WonnacoLL and Wonnacott's example, in which 

they used OLS in a fixed coefficient context. Therefore 1 used OLS Lo esLimaLe 

(7), taLher chan 2SLS. 
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2. THE DATA AND RESULTS 

Tbe data used are given in both Wonnacott's :books,. They 

refer to their yield/fertilizer example. 

It has very nice classroom features due to its simplicity,and  

furthermore it lias an appealing interpretation of the underlying 

randcrriess of the regression coefficients. The reason is that 	one 

could invoke the well estahilished fact that nature is random and that 

frti1izer application ( x) is affected by natural causes. Therefore 

if fertilizer application changes, the dependent variahle(yield = yt) 

will react with a random response rate ,9t, 	i.e.1 

8) 	=/t x 	+ 	 = 1 ,... T 

Where we expressed yt  and x t  as deviations from their 

respective means. 

Note that (8) corresponds to (11.1) in the survey 	and 

the speciflcation ot the probability distribution of/t is 

2 

Wonnacott and Wonnacott gave thefollowing data: 

Y x Y=Y -. 

o 

40 100 - 20 - 300 

45 200 - 15 - 200 

50 300 - 10 - 100 

65 400 5 O 

70 500 10 100 

70 600 10 200 

60 700 20 300 

=60 	R =400 
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Fitted equation: 

(9) ? 	 .068 x 
t 	 -2 

R2  = . 957 	
R = .973 

Using the sarne data, and transforming them accordingly to satisfy(7) 

we obtained the followiug fit. 

(10) = .125 x 	+ .4107 x2  

(559) 	Q363) 

R2  = 	= . 999 

Noting that .125 = 24 and that, . 4107 = __ 
	

after 

straightforward algebraic manipulations we conclude that: 

(11) /3 = . 063 

(12) Ç= . 405 
(-l i 

Two things rnust be -stresscd here: 

i) As we stated earlier, although Che coefficicnt 	in (10) are unbiased, anly 

the value of 	will be unbiased. The estimate . 405 of 42 will probably be 
biasca since it was obtained from a norrlinear transformation. This is a major 

drawback in Burns method. 

ii) The standan: errons given below (10) are oniy .S.Uggestive. Strictly speaking 

they are inappropriate, since the terin 	in(7) is heteroscedastic. 	- 

- The values of the estimates of 18 are reasoriably dose to each other 
[sce (9) and (11)j 	despite the fact that we are dealing with only seven 

observations. 

-The estimate of 	2(thC variance of the coefficient) is .405, 

which doesn't reveal anything important, unless we could compute valid confi.denc. 

intervaIs for 
42 



This is an important point overlooked by I3urns. We can 

only attach singificance to certain parometers and draw useful 

inferences oniy after: 

i) Certifying ourselves that these parameters are signiticantly 

different from zero (given reasonabie significance leveis). 

ii) Or satisfying ourselves that the sign and magnitude af the 

parameters do indeed confirm our a prior.i expectations, given 

that the latter are suficientiy strong (this •seems to be a highiy 

subjective matter but it is a very ixnportant point iii applied 

econometrjcs) 

The lesson we can draw from this siniple iliustration 	is 

that here we are reasonably sure that nature is indeed random, and 

that the positive value of 	merely reinforced our a priori idea.. 

- 	However, whendealing with real economic data, things are 

not 50 simple. One needs in general a lot more support from the data 

to confirnL pr reject certain existing theories. In this respect Burns 

method has indeed to be impro.ved, since it is not sufficiently wll 

equiped to provide condition (i) above. 

Hamilton, Ont. 

December 1974 

E. R. DA CRUZ 
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t 	Nadei 1 - A Simple Version 

1.1. 	- Specification And Uses 

Theil (1971 - PP. 622-627) considered the foliowing modei: 

(1-1-1) y 
	

bx+u 	 t =1 ... ...... t 

Its interpretation is that if an expianatory variabie x inereases by 

one unit; ceteris paribus, the dependent variable y re.acts with a random change 

expressed by b  with a certain inean and a positive variance. 

bt the random response rate, fiuctuates frota ane observation to the next 

and foliws the distribuition, 

breP (y9 
Expressing b t ín terrns af its exectationfi and its randornelernent (here 

defined as 0rt) we have: 

(1_1_2)b=J+ dÇ 	 t=i ...... ...t 
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It is assumed that: 

(1-1-3) X is non-stochastic 

Where = 

Vul 

L6J = O and E Id 1 
í 6 1 

O, 

]=t 
L° 	6i'J 

dn 
u= 	 and( = 	 = 

t 

There are theree parameters to he estimated: 

2 
(ii) Var b 

(iii)Var 

b 2 - À 

4- 

b - B 
t 

If ve set b ryS for ali t then 6-2  = o i.e., equation (1.1.i.) 

collapses to the classical two- variabie linear model with fixed 

coefficients. In that case only two parameters wouid be estitnated (jand 6 2) 

Theil and Mennes (1959) used this modei - to anaiysê aggregate time 

series data on British import and export prices from  1870.to 1952. 

Klein ( 1953 - p.p. 211-225) developed the basic ideas of RCR modei 1 

in the context of cross- section data ( in individuais) . Burna (1974) uses 

this model to evaivate Friedman and Meiselmants  resuits on monetary policy 

We shall examine thís appiication in our iliustrative example. 

1.2 	ESTfl1ATION METUODS 

METHOD 1 - THEIL AND MENNES ( 1959) 

Combiidng (1.1.) and (1.1.2) 

( 1-2-1) 	
y = ,Q+6,r 	

X + u t 	
t i 



or 

(1-2-2) Yt 
	

x t + 
	

t= 1 . t 

Where 	u"  

Under (1-1-4) we conclude that 

u Cn( o,7 x 2  + 	) 

This iinpiies that we are 3.n a heteroscedastic situation and application 

of OLS Lo (1--2-2) wili result in consistent but inefficient estirnates of16 
This situation rnggests the use af 

(1-2-3) 	= 	(% 	X 	Y 
t 	t 

t=1 	_2 	2 
ó x 1 	t 

2 x 

2 	2 
t1 

c2;: Xt+4 
u 

as Lhe G.L.S. estimator afÃ where Lhe lower case X and.Y indicate 

deviations from the means of Y and X respectiveiy. 

The variance of this estimator is 

(1-2-4) 	E 	
2 

= t 
	

x  2 
	+ 	62  

t=1 

x2  

ich basto be distinghished from the variance af. b = The iatter 

refers Lo Lhe variance of the population random coefficient (Lhe estimation 

procedure will be presented beiow) and the former refers to the variance of 

the G.L.S. estirnatorfi. 

Neediess Lo say, 62 and62 

	

1 	u are not Known. We have to operate with 

their estimates and therefore the results will be only approx. valid.This 

methood is suggested by theil. Compute Lhe OtL.S. residuais from (1-2-2) 

e= y 
	- bXt 	 t= 1 ........... 

=t 
x t -  	x + 	 = 1 ............ 

Wbere 	 ( b -) and S is the O.L.S estirnator ofiB. 
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The variance of the t th residual is: 

(1-2-6) 	var e + 	Var S + - 2 X 	 cob (b  t - 

+2X 	cov(b t 
t 

t 	it 
)-2X ccv 

t 
(tu) 

1: 

	

_62 	x 2 

	

1 	t 
6 2  x  2 + 	6 4 2 

- 1 	+ 26,2 
	

X 4 - 

.. x ( 4) 
____________ 
L 20  t t 

2G2 	x2 
62 , 

- 	+ QT 

Where P and Q are defined as the foliowing lCnown funetions of 

Xt 	- 
t 	 2 

a 1- X 
t 	 t 

L:2 x + 
t 

-e 

x4  

(x )2  

2 
Given. that F 	O, it foilous that var!t = E 	só:  e1  

(1-2-7)J = 	P. 	Q + f 
t 	x 

Wheref= 92 
	

E 02 	and 	E 
t A 

Since P 	and Q are known-, 62 and 	can be estirnated. 

Just run a regressias of 	on P and Q with f 	 treated as the disturbance 

tem the regression method depends on the form of the variance - covarianèd 

matrix of 	If we assume that b and u ( and hence/ ) are normally 

distributed, and if we neglect the covariances between two different 

( see theil 1971; P. 624 for a justifications of this nrocedure) tifen we are 

left with: 
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(1_2-8)varf t =E(i_EJ2)2 	E 9 	_(E) 22 (ER 2 ) 

	

= 2 
(2 	

1 	
2 

	

u 	t 

Thich i.s twice thc square of ( 1-2-6), tnspection of (1-2-8) 

reveals that f is heteroscedastic and tl)CrefOrC G.L.S. should be used to 

estirnate 	and 	 / 

Tke (1-2-7) and run a L.S. regression of 2 
	

and Q 	 This 

step leads to preliininaryvariance estimates S and 	s 2 

(o6 andÇ2) 

(1-2-9) íLPt I 	[zP2 » Q 
2t 

t 

2 

t 

ti 

s2 
1 

Now apply wrighted L.S. to ( 1-2-7) 

w (1-2-10) 	 t 	P 	

] _ 

	 w 

	

[w 	 - [ WPQ 	WQ 2   1 
u 
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P + 	 -2 Wherc w= 1 	
2 	 2 

t 

-.2 

This step results in the final variance estimates 	 and 

The 2 x 2 matrix in thc r.h.-o,of (1.2.10), whenínve.rted, provides an 
2 

	

approximate variance - coariance matrix of ( 
	

and 

Finaily estimate 4 , the mean responce rato. Formula (1.2.3.) is 

	

used for tbis purpose with the final estimates 	and 	 repiactng the 

unknown s. 

SOME METHODS COSIDERED BY IIILDRETH AND I-IOUCK (1968) 

They suggested  several alternative estimator of RCP. modéla. 

The estimating equation being considered here is (1,2.2). Let 

ris start with the O.L.S. estimator: 

X 

* 

A~= 	
- t t 

+ 	

2
( b -9) ± 	2 x  11 

2 

Were ali sumniations are over t, and ti .... T. 

Under assumptions (1.1.4) it is easily seen that this estimator 

is unbiased and it has the foliowing variance 

	

r2 	 4 
DC 

var E= 	+ 

2 	 2 	2 
( t 
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* 	1 	 * 
Recalling that ti 	=6 x + i , it foliowsthat var 	= 

t 	t t 	t 	 t 

	

'1 
x 2  + 	(2 , i.e., t is jneffjcient in 'iew of this heteroscedasticity. 

	

1 If 	and 62  were known we could of course obtain efficient 
estimates ofj6( seeY 1-2-3) . Unfortumately this is not the case, and Rildretli 

and Hyuck devote a great deal of attention in deviloping estimaton that can 

replace 62 and C2 
1 

One af Lhe simpiest is Lo take Lhe L.S. residuais 	in (1-4-5) and 

compute their variance ( see 1-2-6) This we can obtain (1-2-7) , repeated 

here for the salte of convenience 

= -2 + 	q + f 	 (1-2-7) repeated 

	

t 	u 	 1 	t 	t 

or 	
6] 

(1-2-12) y- 	 + 

Where 	
[: c2] and Cj [ ::] 

This is mereiy a simplified notation of equation 13 ( page 586 in 

their arricie). They maggest the application of O.L.S. to (1.2.12) 

(1-2-13) 	 *  
E1 c] 

-1 

 c1 £2 

This is precidly Lhe preiiin±nary variance estiniates 

s 2  
1 
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given in (1.2.9). This che only difference with the rnethod outlined by 

tháíl and ?lenns is that Hiidreth and Houck don!t bother, about 	the 

final variance estimates 	2 - . in any event both cases present 	a 
1 

2 

comon problem namely tht 	 2 may take negative values • We 

u 

shall mention this problem in the next sub-section. 

Bearning this problein in mmd, flildreth and llouch considered a more 

elaborate estimator, obtained by restricted least-squares,the elements of 

are restricted to be non-negatice, and this is achieved by means a 

quadratic progranzni.ng algorithm. Although intuitevely appealing, this 

method has not yct received widespread support, partly hecause of the 

complicated computed prograuve that it requires. 

We have yet to consider Burns (1974) method. It will be discussed in 

section (3.1.) together with the iliustrative example. 

A NOTE ON TI-IE ACCURACY OF THE ESTIMATES 

It is important to note that (1.2.7) or (1.2.12) has a very pooriY 

fit. In facçttheil (1971 - p.626) shows that its sistematic part 	P+ 

accounts for only ONE-THIRD of €he bchaviour of J. Thisfact leads 
to very large sampling variability and as a consequence 	and kÍ 

(ortt*) 

may take negative values, despite the fact that we know a priori that they 

should be non-negative. 1 
Therefore a sizable sample is needed to estimate these parameters 

with a reasonable degree of precision (and also because more degress of 

freedom are needed - see pag 2 ). The alternative method of constrained 

least-squareS ( quadratic programming) is unfortunately seldom adopted in 

practice. The conclusion is that further research is necessary in this 

topic. 
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MODa 1 1 	-. ASIMPLE VERSION 

2.1. 	- 	Specification and Uses 

Model II was develõped to ester 	for certain 	specifie 

situations, specially iii the case where we bave panei data. Itt bis 

ciassic work on aggregation, theil (1954) showed that there is in 

general an aggregation bias in rnicro-relatiõns estimated from aggregated 

data. This bias stenis from the presence of non-corresponding micro-

parameters as detertfiining factors of macro coefficients. 

Zeliner (1966) inspired hy tbe pioneer work of klein (1953) 

reconsidered the aggregation problem iii terms of RCR modeis, rather thai 

the fisced coefficient approach used in theil's original work. Zeliner 

was able to show that under the foliowing model there is no aggregation 

bias (we shali Keep zeil ner's notation to facilitate cross reference) 

Lett 

2.1.1.) Y =x Ai + u. 
	 i=1 ........n 

Wher e: 

Y. is aICX victor of obsérvations ou a denendent variabie X. is 
1 	.1 	 1 

a TXK matrix of observations on K non- stochestu explanatory variables. 

is a 10(1 vector of random coefficients. u. is a T X 1 victõr of 

disturbance terms n is the number of micro units. 

We are interested in estomating4 the mean response rate, given by: 

,8= E,fi 	 i= i. ...... 
let: 

(2-1-2) _j9. +& 	 i= 1 ...... 

Wherej is a randon' victor (K X 1 ) with EI = O 

Combinirg (2-1-1) and (2-1-2) 

(2-1-3) Yi = L (fi+ <Ç ) +. ' i 	i=l ........ 
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Surnrníng itover i: 

£= 	 + 	xi 	+ Eh. 

or 

(2.1.4) Y = x 	+ 	 + 

The expectation of the macro- ieast squares estimator,» is 

E 	= E ( x'x) 1  x Y 

-1 
=(x'x) 	xl 

-1 , 	 -1 
Since E ( X X) 	X 	X. 	= O and E (X 'X) X n = O, 

i.e., there is no aggregation brÃsifi the estirnation ofJ the mean 

coeffiçient vector of the micro parametersJ3 

Zellner's assumption that coefficient vectors of different 

individuais are random deawinp from the rame muitivariate distribution, 

is a compromise between the limiting assumptions that coefficient 

vectors are fixed and tbe sane for ali individuais and that coefficient 

vector are fixed and different fron one individual to another. The 

former case is often found to be teo restrictive given that micro-units_ 

usuaiiy differ in their bchavionr, whiii the latter assurnation 

.nvo1ves the use of an excessiveiy iarge number of parameters since 

separate regressions have to be used for each unit. In this sense Zeliner's 

model is indeed very ingeniotts. The coefficient v'ctor in (2.1.3) varies 

randomiy across units, and once an individual is selected, a drawipg on 

its coefficient vector is kept the sarne for ali observations on that 

individual. 

This the randonness of the coefficients may be attributed to the 

random selection of units. Recail however that theil (or klein) assumed 

in bis model that the coefficients are random from one observation to 

the next ( àrnong different individuais or among different tine periods). 

This iãtter assumption is rather more general and hence modei 1 lias 
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a wider applicability, than modei II. 

To complete the specification of ntodel II we rewrite equation 

(2.1.4) as (2.1.5) Y = x9+ 

Where = 
TI 

= 

X= 	X. 

and 

(2.1.6) 	" x 	
+ 

1 

and 	we forinalise the assurnptions: 

(2.1.7) 	rank X. = 	K 	and 

L T>K  
(2.1.8) 	E L = O 	atd E u. 	

= 
O 	if 	i # J 

- [6h i 	if 	i= 3 

(2.1.9) >' are random coefficient vectors independently and indenticaily 

distributed across the micro-unjts with: 

fi+J. 
E 	=s/ 

EJtl 

E 	Uj/ 1 = 	O for ali i and 3 

A is a }OU( positive definite varaiance -covariance matrix 

coeffjcient vector of the 	'!J! 	individual 

(2-1 A 
[ 

6
K3 6K2 ók 	J 



The diagonal elements indicate the variance of the Kth 

coefficient. The off-diagonal eletnents denote the contemporanewS 

cevariances between any twa pairs ef different ceefficients. 

Note tliat (2-1-8) all(ws different disturbance variances for 

each individual. The implicati.on is that we have the foilowing parameters 

te be estimated: 

(i) K elements afÃ. 

(ii) I. K ( K+1) distinet elements ef  
2 

(iii)N disturbance variances £7 	 i 1 .......... n. 
L' ' . . 

Refere we proceed te the tedions estirnation detaile of madei II 

it weuid be very intructive at tida moment te diverge from the maín path 

and te leek briefly at the main uses cif R C R modela since this will 

help us te understand more clear].y the limitations ef model II. 

The main uses ef RCR modela are as failows: 

a) In cross section studies, as suggested by Klein (1953), where it 

is very difficult to justify the absence of pararneter variation 

across units. 

b) In panei data studies where variatiens both across individuais 

and threugh time render the use of fixed ceefficient modeis a 

very donbtful task. 

e) 	In analyses which are affected by variables teo for entside 

their acape te be successfully handled by a cenventienal fixed 

caeff5cient modei. 

A typical example mentiened in .flowden. (1968) is the partiai 

adjustament mechanjam embedied in the flexibie aceelerator in the inventory 

investment medels. The coeffidient ef adjustment is usually assumed 

fixed iii the published literature, but it is not defficuit te find 

situatiens where it sheuid be allowed te beceme random. Under tight 

business, conditiens inventory adjustaments te a desired levei are hender 

te be attained, giving a smaiier adjustament ceefficient vaiue than in ether 

periods ef the cycie. Accounting for this variation under a cenventienai 

fixed coefficieiit medel is no easy kask. Therefere te avoid depatong teo 

much from the scepe ef the. 	inventory medei, the adjustament 

ceefficient sheuld be regrded as a random variable and estimated by 
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RCF. modei I. 

d) 	When the relative stability of the response rates is being studied. 

tbis dase will be discussedin our iliustrative example of modal 1. 

In generai ±en a study involves many economic units with 

different riations it is only natural to treat the parametera of the 

representativa relationship as stochastic variables. 

A quastion that naturaily arises at this point is in which cases 

should model 1 be used and in which situatians modal II is more appropiate. 

As we hinted before, in sorna cases model II is not appropriate due to 

its restrictive assumptions. Nevertheles it is generaily accepted that 

the estimation af model II is eoniputationaily simpler (sinceit uses 

standard multiviriate techniquas we shall see below) whenever panei 

data is invoived. 

When the cross-sections involve different units from year to year 

( and as a consequence we are NOT dealing with panei data), the parameters 

cannot be considered as being random drawings from the sarne probability 

distribution. If this the case then modal 1 should be used. 

When deaiing with panei data of firrns that possess high rates of 

technological change, model 1 is again recornmended, since modal II 

assumes that a random drawing on the same coefficient vctor is kept the 

sarne for the whole observation period. However model II could be used if. 

the time period of analysis is relatively short. An ohvions advice is 

that each case has to be analysed carefully before deciding which RCR _ 

rnodel to use. 	 - 

Modal II is iikely to give satisfactory resuits in the foliowing 

cases: 

( i) 	Ia the analysis of consumption and incorne data for different regions, 

Swamy (1971-ch- VI) studied a simpie 'teynesian 1 consumption  fuaction 

together with a rnodified version of Friedrnan's permanent income 

hypothesis, ia a sample of 24 countries for the period 1955-1963 

Hissimple Keynesian modal is the subject of our íllustrative 

example II. 

(ii) 	In the analysis of corporate investnent. Swamy (1971 - . tliapter V) 

has added a nau dimension to Grunfeld's (1958) hôrporatè  

investment modal. tia confirrned crunfeid's theony bj:t showed 
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that the assurnption of sarne coefficient vector for ali corporations 

is not appropi.ate. 

(iii) In constant elasticity funetions for bank deposits. Feige (1964) 

used annual time serias for 48 continental states in tha 13,8. over 

the period 1949-1959 to esti.mate the dernand functions for liquid 

assets. Me used duumiy variabies in the estimation process and 

found that dernand deposits and. savings and association shares are tu 

substitutes. Lee (1966) used a conventional fixed coefficient 

modal with thc sarne data and concluded that savings and loan 

association shares are dose substitutes for dernand deposits. Feige 

and Swamy (1972) using R C R modal Ii confirmed Feige's results, 

reversed Lee's conclusions, and demonstrated that the assumption 

of identical regression coefficient vectors for ali 48 states is 

inappropriate. 

2.2. 	ESTIMATION METHOPS OF MODEL II 

Following Zellner (1966) we can apply O.L.S. te (2.1.4). The L.S, 

macro-estimator,' (XX) 	 j' T] XtY is an unbiased estimator of 	ie.,there 

is no aggrcgation bias as we saw insection 2.1. 

However the sarnpling error offt is 

( X 1 X ) 	X ' 	. x. 	+ (X 'X) 1 
	

which reflects 

two sources of random ness: 

(i) That arising froni dT, the random element ot the coeffi.cient v€ctor; 

(ii) That arising from the inacro-disturbances u. 

The conslusion is that the 01.5 standard errons are inappropriate 

since they reflect oniy one source of randornness, specifically (ii) 

inentioned above. Therefore one cannot rely on inferences stimmíng from 

L.S. standard errons, and an alternative estimation method had be divised. 

Swany (1971 - ch IV ) proposed the foliowing tnethod of estimatingj3. 

Let II (e) be the variance - covariance matrix of n i.e., from 

(2.1.6) and the assumptions of the modal we have: 
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(2-2-1) 

* 
E 	n 	= 11 (e) 

x L\ ± 	 0 .0 

0.0 

1 	 1 

1 	 1 

7 	 1 

1 	 7 

,J 

erc is a T X T unit matrix; O is a T X T nuil matrjx and A 
and 5.. were defjned in section 2.1.. 

To estimate,B ( the nean response rate vector) ir (2.1.5) 
£wamy suggests the application ãf Aitken's G.L.S. 

(2.2.2) 	t(e)= [x1H(e)_1x] __1 X1n(e)y 

{x ( x.jx +4j I)1x. 	 x(x.Ax + 

A matrix result given itt Rao ( 1965 a - p.29) is: 

(2.2.3) ( X. A  x +  
ii. 	----- + X (X X.) 	 éTxi xp_1j 



( x' 
j 

x. 
1 

)1 

1 

	

\Thet43 N= 1 -- x. ( x x. )1 	).• This result can be verified 

by premuitiplying both sides hy ( Xt L 	x + 	 1 ) 

Swarny uses this result to àbtain a macro-co?ficient estiinator 

which consists iii a weighted average of the individual micro-coefficients 

tdth weights taken directiy from (2.2.3) 

(2.4.4.) 

= 	 ~ 6. ($ 
j=l Lz 	1] 	.. )-1 -1 

	

w(0)  [ 	r 1 
x 

1 

This Lhe. micro estimator (2.2.2) is alternativety ezpressed as 

n 
( 2-2-5) 	() = 	 w (0) í 

1=1 

Where E. 1  is the estimator of the maioro coefficients //31 
 specified 

in ( 2.1.1). 

There are twoWaYS of estimating these  

(i) Run separate L.S. regressions of each Y. on Lhe corresponding 

X.1  , L 	1. 	1 
a., 8. 	( x.' 	X.» X 	Y. 

1 	1 	1 	 e 

(ii) Use Zellner's SURE (seerningly Unrelated Regression Equs.) Which 

may be appropriate under certain circunstances. 

Both cases will be examined in Lhe iliustrative example of model II. 

The variance - covariance matriz of S (0) is: 

(2-2-6) 	E (8 (0) -J3) (8 (0) -fi) 1  = ( x 1  11(0» X 
Recali that we assurned identically and independently distributéd 

coefficient vector b.. This the b.' s ( i' 1. -# n) prbvide n different 

linear unbiased and uncorrelated estirnator of the sarne parametric vectorJ3. 

Since the variances of these 8. are: 
1 

(2-2-7) Var t. = 	i ( X. 	X.) - 

1 
	i= 1 ....... . ....... n 

There are n djfferent variances af the estirnators. Thus the best. 

22 
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way to pool them into a singie estimator is te take a wiighted average 

ef ali. S' s with weights invërseiy proportional te their variances 

(given in 2.2.7). Thís is precisely what Swanny proposes in (2.2.5). 

As expectèd 	and Ç. ( the variance covariance matrix of 

the coefficient vector and the variances of the disturbances) are 

unknown. An unbiased estiinator of 	is: 

(2.2.8 ) 	S. - nj M ni  
 = 	 1= 1 ....... 

T - K 	T-K 

WhCTLY;J= M.rt. 	andN.1-X. (XX, )Xi. 

€i is the L.S. residuais froin a fit of Y 

Te estiniate /NN  Swaniy suggests treating the ieast squares estimators 

h. as a randoni sampie of size ri. 

De f i ri e: 

ri 

(2-2-9) 3.- 
= 	 S 	i

rk 

	

i=1 	1=1 

Where aS is simple the satnpie varaince-covariance matrix of the ti '  s 

(for aqüicker understanding of these steps see the iliustrajive exarnple_ 

iii the section 3.2) 

	

- 	Express 15. as  

S.=b +(X!X)x h. 

	

1 	 1 ) 	 1 

se that it can be used in the expectation of (2.2.9) 

E sS a 	( / +,6j3' ) 
+  

1=1 
16. . 	x'. x 

 11 

- (ni) ÂÂ' -! 	 ( x! X.) -i  
ri 	 ii 

1 1 

Rearrariging ternis: 

ESS 	n-1/ + B 	 (xx.) 
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This, an unbiased estimator of 	can he expressed as: 

(2.2.10) 	= sS - 1 	S.. 	( X X) 

n-1 	n 	i1 

Note that it depends criticaliy on the assumption (2.1.7) to 

(2.1.10) 

Using the above estirnatiors of 5. . and A we are now able to 

compute w. (e) and hence S (e) ( soe 2.2.5).The latter is the swamy estimator 

of fi, the mean coefficient vector of the micro b.' S. 

1 1 1 - ILLUSTRATIVE 	EXANPLES 

3.1 - NODEL 1 - MONETARY POLICY 

Burus (1974) analysesFriedrnan and Meiselman'S (1963) modei on 

monetary poiicy. They used a fixed coefficient approach with variables 

expressed in levels..Aftet careful considerations Burns concluded thatthe 

model should be expressed in terms of first differences under R C R modei - 

I. Burn's estimation method is slightly different from that of Hildreth 

and Houcic, but it is cornputational4y simpler ( since a standard OLS 

computer prograimne can be used) and it will approach the sarne solution 

over successiveiterations. 

Withont going into •estimation details, we shall attempt to 

highlight Burnt s  results. 1-Te draws  the attention of some sizable errors 

of inference that have been made in the past when fixed coefficient 

tnodels were used in situations where R C R modeis would be more appropriate. 

Iii particular he analyses Friedman and M ei se imants data (1963-p.260) from 

1929 to 1958, which gave riso to their conclusion that monetary effects 

were a great doai more stable on the level of economic activity than 

expenditure factors ( fiscal policy). 

Their estimating equation is: 

(3.1.1) C =/j +A2 
A +/43 Nt +t 	

t= 1 .........t 

where 

= Indicator of the levelof economic activity. 
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A = Indicatõr of the levei ef expenditure factors. 

11= Indicator of the levei of monetary factors. 

/2 and> are the respective fixed response rates, andA is the intercept. 

Burns specifies: 

(3-1-2) C t 2 _/9+7ftC A +2fi CM _(,82 2 _6 2) A2  
2 t t 	3 t t 

t1......t 

Which conforms te bis estiinations rnethod. 

It was used by Burns in five regressions, with the results given in 

table (1) be!ow. These are oniy first round paraineter estirnates, but they 

are sufficient for the purpore in hand. 

Table (2) converts the direct estirnates into estimates ofj 	and.&3  for a 

comparison with Friedman and Meiselinan's resuits. 

Table (1) - DIRECT PARAIIETER L'STIMATES 

VARIABLE 	4 	
2,4 	 4 	

2 A - 	 - 33  

C 	-34.70 	 2.88 	0.23 	2.02 	-2.20 	1.00 

C 	 - 	-1.72 	2.88 	0.32 	2.02 	-2.21 	099 

c 	- 	45.00 	1.86 	2.28 	-1.20 	1.25 	2.51 	1.00 

- 	0.26 	3.26 	0.11 	1.56 	0.15 	0.93 

O 	2. 32. 	0.25 	3.23 	Cdl 	1.55 	0.15 	0.93 



TABLE ( 2) - CONVERTED PARANETER ESTINATES 

EQUATION 

NUMBER - 22 

-- 

33 23 

1 - 0. 	87 1. 	44 0. 	53 O. 	06 0.9 

2 - 0. 	86 1. 	44 O. 42 0. 	06 0.9 

3 .0. 	93 1. 	14 2. 	06 O. 	05 0.6 

4 O. 	13 1. 	63 O 1. 	10 

5 O. 	13 1.61 O 1.05 

FRIEDMAN - O. 	87 1. 	52 ---- 

Equation (1)  Variabies ineasured iii leveis, with a constant terin. 

Equation (2) Similar to (1) but with the intercept constrained 

to be zerd. 

Equation (3)  Uses two &age laast .Squares. 

Equation. (4) Variables are expressed in first differences rather than 

leveis. The intercept is constrained to be zero. 

Equation (5) Similar to (4) but with unconstrained intercept. 

Inspection of (1) and (2) revoais that they are a like in 

tens of the response rata estiinates. Furthermore these estimates do not 

contradict Priedinan ?leirelman's conclusions.Boweverequation (3) exhibits 

a quite different picture. The expenditure response rate,â is no longer 

negativa, and in addition its associated variance6 2  increases considerably. 

These values suggest considerable ±nstability, which implies  that turther 

investigations are necessary before valid inferences can be nade. 

Equations (4) and (5) show that the variance of the 

(6:2) is negative, when we know a priori 

should be at least zero. This when first differences are used, no evidence 

exists to support Friedman and Meiselrilan' s theory that increased use of 

expenditure factors will provoke larger random osciliations in the levei 

of economic activity than the adoption of monetary policy. Furthermore the 

variance 43( of the responso rate of monetary factors) is positiva in both 
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equations. These positiva variances support tbe idea that au increasc 

use of monetary factors will be assocíated with increased random fiuctuations 

(i.e. inatability) ±11 the levei of eeonornic activity. Therefore, as Burns 

points ont, it is quite impossible with this set of data to make any 

definite inference to establisli the superiori.tiy of monetary policy over 

expenditure policy If anything the apposite view seems to be more plausibie; 

This , there i.s some evidence which suggests that Friedman and Meiselrnan's 

conciusions are not valid. Withont a RCIt model this evidence prohabiy 

would not be available. 

We have seen that for policy purposes the estimati.on of the 

variances of the response ratas may be quite irnportant. If this is the case 

then a RCR model shouid be used, since fixed—coefficient modeis do not 

convey such information. 

3.2 	MODEL 1 1 - AGGRECATE CONSUNPTION PUNCTION 

We shall consider au example of modei II developed by Swarny 

(1971 - chapter VI) . 1-Te anlyses cross country data on aggregate 

consumption expenditures and in Ilis simple Keynesion consumption nadei he 

assumes that such a model is defined for each countryappearingin the sample. 

These he testa whether the marginal propensity to consume ( MPc) 

is the sarne for ali countries. If the MPC instead of being fixed is 

distributed randornly across countries with the sarne mean and variance, then 

the applicatíon of modal II is valid, i.e., the data ou ali. countries canbe 

pooled since they contain information on the sarne probability distribution. 

Baving pooled the data we shall be able to estirnate the mean bip r  

with considerable more precision this that obtained by separate regressions 

ou each country. 

Let consumption of the i 	country in the 	year (it) be 

related to measured disposable. 

Income (X. t) as: 
1 

=oLi + J6i Xj + nit 

(i = 1 .....n) 	(t= 	... T) 

&&. is the intercept 
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/9. is the tn.p.C_ of each country. 

The source of data for Swamy's study is the U.N. Yearhook of 

National Statistics ( 1965). 1-Te coliected data ou consumpti.on expenditure 

and disposabie income relating to 24 countries for Lhe period 1955-1963. 

Iii the fixed coefficient nadei there are twa ways to handie the 

probien. Fist we assume: 

(3.2.2.)/3. 72 - ........ 4 =A 
La. sarne ( and fixed) m,p..C. for ali countries. 

(3.2.3) E n. t=O and F n.t 	 if i=j and t0 

[o 	otherwise. 

(3. 2-4) X 	 is non - stochastic.
it  

In tbe first case, by pooling the tine series data frorn aiithe 24 

countries we obtain 192 observations on each variable. The 0.L.S estimator 

of the pooied nadei is: 

(3.2.5) -,,4 	[ n. 

>jj 	 x 

where: 

(3.2.6 ) S. = 	( X! 	x.) 	x 	Y. 

is obtained by using separate L.S. regressions for each country. 

The use of ( 3.2.5) gave risc Lo Lhe following L.S. estimates: 

(3.2.7) 	
t 

C.
i 
 = 10.538 + 9.893 X 

1  
.t 

(3.071) 	(0.004) 

The figures in parentheses indicate the standard errors caiculated 

by Lhe square roots of the diagonal elements of: 

2 [.p 	 11 S 	x! xij 1  
ii 

l4here 
2 	

& .2 	is computed frota Lhe L .S residuals resulting frota 

3.2.5.. 	 nt-k 
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- As first giance the fit seernst Lo Le sucessfui. The std-errors - 

of the.n pc. is rernarkably low, oniy 0.004. Ilowever assurnption (3.2.3) is 

very restrictive. It is unlikely that ali countries have the sarne 

disturbance variances. 

Só let us see the second case, by relaxing that assurnption Lo: 

(3.2.8) 	E fLt = O 	E rt. t ti JS = 	r 
1 	ifi'j and 

O 	otherwise 

This we are now Lo consider Ze1ini s S1JRE approach. The joint 

estinator of the poolad model becornes: 

(3.2.9) 	 J 	[L
::: 	1 

Where: 

5.. 
1i 
 was detined in ( 2-2-8) 

- 

t. was defined in (3.2.6) 
1 

The use oft. gives the foliSing estirnates: 

(3.2.10) C, Lt = 7.429 + 0.906 X. 

(0.278) 	(0.001) 

As expected the precision iii Lhe estirnation of Lhe mpc  increased 

considerabiy. 	- 

Let us test Now  Lhe hypothesis of a fixed coefficient vector acrosa 

countries. ( i.e.7 sarne intercept and sarne M.P.C. for ali countries) 

For this ptïrpose,in addition Lo the previons assurnptions we 

considerer; 

(3.2.11) u.'s are norrnaiiy distributed. 

(3.2.12) 	=A1  -A2 = ......... 
Underli, Zeliner (1962) shows that: 

j
'2)' x xi  

(3.2.13)(1)K 	i=1 
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lias an F distributbn with (n-1)1C and (T-K)n degrees of freedom. 

The vaiue of (3.2.13) is 46.94, well above Lhe 5% of Lhe F 
statistic with 46 and 144 degrees  of freedom. We are forced Lo reject the 

hypothesis of fixed and sme rn.p.c.for ali countries. One way of relaxing 

condition (3.2.12) is to allow different but fixed Iflpc for different 

countries. This of course rules ont Lhe possibi].oty of pooling data-from 

different countries. On the other hand II we can assuma that Lhe 1pc of 

different countries is not a fixed parameter, hut a random variable wbich 

is independcntiy distributed with the sarnè nieam and Lhe sarne variance 

across countríes 1  then we can use modal II and pool the data on ali Lhese 

countries. 

Therefore our final approach is the RCR modei II. Take (3.2.1) 

and run separata L.S. regression for each country using (3.2.6). 

The standard errons ofthese estímates are obtained by takin 

the square roots af S. ( XI X.) 	i l .... n ( sce 2.2.7). When r9.. 

2-2_E)] From (2.2.10) compute A which is: 	

11 

(3.2.14) 	
L[2a64'8 	

2.07781 

0.0075j 

W. () in ( 2.2.4) can then be obtained, and hence S (e) (defined in 

2-2-5) can be solved, gíving Lhe estírnates of Lhe nteans ofj.'. andj as 

follows 	(3.2.15) C it = 89.553 + 0.7368 X 
1  
.t 

(10.925) 	(0.0168) 

'lhe figures in parenthesis are large sample standarderrons, 

calailated by taking the square roots of the diagonal elernents af 	N ' 

-Swamy computes the following confidence interváls for 	andft, 

uing 

(3.2.16) Pr (-17.49 ZZ Z 196.60) 	0.95 

Pr (0.56 z 7Q 	0.91 	0.95 



Beraning these \'alueS in mmd, 1A'C  teat the hypothesis: 

(3.2.17) 	E 	A = O given that 	E 	
• J = 

Using a X statistic (see awamy - (1971-p-124) we obtain the 

value 02 104-15,which is weell above the 57 value of X 2  with 3 depres freedom. 

This 11 is ryected, This implies that the variances ofj., and/ are o 
positive and that this combined with test (3.2.13) implies that the fixed 

coefficient anproaches (first and second) are inappropriate  since they 

assume from the start that /N = o 
However (3.2.17) dependa cruciaily on the condition that 

E[I.,. 

Li 
12 this is not true then data on ali these countries cannot be 

pooled and model II is also iflaPproPriate. Swamy argues that specification 

errons due to the faisity of the assumpti.on of ídenticaiiy distributed 

coefficjent vectors is unavoidabie in panei  data analysis. This is indeed an 

issue that deserves  further investigation. 
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